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Exhibition Essay 

Finding TrackHouse creates a new artistic forum in which artists and visitors share a 
role in navigating through its physical and non-physical spaces. In its installation at 
the Red Head Gallery, the exhibition offers an immersive simulation of the visual 
idioms of its innumerable domain counterparts: the PychedelicChick.com website, 
and Facebook profiles. Finding TrackHouse is projected and played in a mixed reality, 
a web-landscape that spans the gallery and the surface of multiple monitors. The 
work expands on Kim Mitseff’s ongoing TrackHouse, a virtual platform and event for 
creative, inventive and free minded thinkers. Together with Lynne Heller’s weaving of 
disparate iconic and conceptual elements, an intricate and dense set of narratives 
play within fields of psychedelic pattern, and aesthetic delight. The floor cloth tidal-
waves out the doors of the gallery and seduces visitors in to walk lyrical images and 
texts, and facets of Toronto’s busy street outside, throughout Spadina’s markets. The 
visitor orients their journey through the water tides. The gallery walls are left white 
and provoke visitors’ imaginations to project upon the surface and beyond; and 
emulate an ethereal cyber space. It is fantastical and enchanting, yet composed of 
found materials, tokens of exchange that resonate from our daily journeys, and what 
is often discarded: takeout bags, newspapers, and price stubs. The visual idioms are 
appropriated into a rushing collage of seemingly free thoughts and exotic norms.  
Experiencing the journey relates to web-based experience, in that one chooses which 
icons to click and pages to crawl. Visitors float around the gallery as they would in 
cyber-scapes, and choose if and when to bend down to focus in on details like the 
saturated purples and blues of lily pads, delicate tie-dyed dragonfly wings, and 
characters within text. The installation includes beanbag chairs and a television 
monitor that displays a montage of moving fantastical images, so that visitors inhabit 
the space; jump into the water and become part of the three dimensional rendering 
of the PsychedelicChick.com landscape. The notion of an expansive landscape bares 
relation to this domain name, as historically, landscapes have been feminized. Taking 
on the term Chick then, can be regarded as a claiming of terrain, and    a maternal 
nurturing.  



The exhibition can be seen to satirically challenge convention through taking up 
established pop culture visuals, reminiscent of the tactics of Pop-Art, and earlier 
Cubist and Dada collages in which fragments of contemporary urban society, like 
graphic illustrations from advertisements and literature, were incorporated as a 
medium. It is not surprising that with mass-advertising, artists adapted its text and 
symbols for their own purposes, without sourcing them. Finding TrackHouse 
advances this notion by depicting icons encountered in cyber world; visuals 
experienced by the avatar, blogger and web crawler. As the visitor encounters a 
familiar reference, a visual image comes to their mind and holds relationships and 
memories separate from standard social meanings, yet however materially stable 
objects, icons and words may seem, they are different things in different scenes. 
Finding TrackHouse alters the usual dictated walk through of the art gallery, and lets 
the viewer do the exploring. Similarly, Mitseff’s Second Life readings given by her 
avatar, Cherry Daiquiri, provoke self-reflection in the visitor towards their own egos 
and multiple selves. One does not always want to use a search engine in life, and 
here psychic readings offer a tool bar. The nonmaterial worlds we travel on the web 
reveal a need for self-direction, empowerment, and the guise of a mask, whether 
material or statement. One’s projection of one’s self in cyber space can be fantasized 
and uninhibited, and contributes to the utopia-dimension of the internet, as an 
inclusive network of exchanging ideas, images and sounds.  

~ Anastasia Hare


